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Summary: Metrology is a vital component of
gear manufacturing, Recent changes in this area,
due in large part to tile advent of computers, are
highlighted in this article by comparison with
more traditional methods.

Introduction
Various deviation from the true form of circu-

largears limit their ability to transmit uniform
angular velocity at their designed speed and
power. These deviations or errors are introduc-
ed during the production of the gear elements.
The ability to measure these variations enable
their magnitude to be determined and controlled
during manufacture.

The various possible errors occurring in cir-
cular gearing are:

• Tooth Thickness (Backlash)

• Run-out Errors
• Pi tch Errors
.•Tooth Form Errors

- profile
- alignment
- surface finish ..

The types of circular gears in cornmon use
which can exhibit some or all of the above errors
are involute spur and helical gears and bevel
gears, both straight helical and spiral bevel.

This article will concentrate on involute gear-
ing; however, some comments on bevel gears
will be made.

The ability (0 measure the errors present in the
various cutting tool ,such as hobs, shaping cutters,
and shaving cutters, as well as the gears them-
selves, is also useful.
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Traditional/Cia steal Instruments
In order to highlight the advantages of the

latest developments in gear metrology. a brief
summary of the traditional/classical instruments
used to measure the various gear errors will be
presented first. The reader is referred to the
various texts and papers listed in the bibliogra-
phy for more detailed information,

Tooth Thickness. Three ma:in methods have
been prevalent in the measurement of tooth
thickness of involute gears.

The first method involves the use of an
instrument called a gear tooth caliper (Fig. 1).It
consists of a depth gauge, which is used to ser a
known distance down from tile outside diameter
ofthe gear, and a caliper to measure the tooth
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thickness at this depth, Calipers are available for
modules 1 mm to 50 rnrn,

This tool has the following disadvantages:
a) It relies on an easily worn, very sharp edge

at the end of the caliper jaws to accurately
measure thetooth thickness,

b) It relies on the outside diameter of the gear
for its datum,

c) It relies on operator skill.
d) It is limited to about ,001 "- ,OOQ"accuracy.
This method's advantage is that it is inex-

pensive.
TJlJesecond method uses the flange microme-

ter and is called the base tangent method. This
insnument takes span measurements across a
number of teeth (Fig. 2), which are then related
to the actual tooth thickness by the involute
geometry ofthe gear, Micrometers can measure
modules from 0.5 mm to ] I mm,

The main disadvantages of this method are:
a) Pitch errors can influence the result,
b) Profile errors can influence the result.
c) Tip or root relief may make a valid mea-

surement impossible.
d) It relies on operator kill.
The main advantages are:
a) his more accurate than the gear tooth

caliper.
b) h is not influenced by variations in the

outside diameter of the gear.
The third method involves "measurement over

rollers", where two rollers are placed on oppo-
site sides of the gear., and the distance across
these rollers is measured (Fig. 3). This value can
be related to tooth thickness by the known geom-
etry of involute gearing,

This method ha the following disadvantages:
a) It is limited to gears smallenough to be
spanned by available micrometers and the avail-
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abJe sizes of rollers.
b) The measurements are affected by errors

in tooth spacing and profile.
The method's advantage is that it .is not in-

fluenced by variation in the outside diameter of
the gear,

All of the above methods are manual and
require skill and dexterity. As such, they are not
suitable for the measurement of all the teeth on
gears with large numbers of teeth or on gears
made in large quantities. The methods are most
suitable for spot checks in small batch produc-
tion situations.

Other methods available are:
I) Measurement of center distance at tight

mesh. (See section on Dual Hank Rolling.)
2) Measurement of backlash at operating

center distance. This method requires the ability
to accurately a emble the gears at their nominal
center distance with axes parallel.

Run-Out Errors. Radial run-out errors are
defined as "the total range of reading of a fixed
indicator. with the contact point applied to a
surface rotated without axial movement. about a
fixed axis, and measured perpendicular to the
axis of rotation." The eccentricity is then also
available, as it is half this radial. run-out

This type of error traditionally ha been mea-
sured by inserting a ball (or cylinder) into each
tooth space, and measuring the radial variation
in distance from the center of rotation to the ball
(See Fig. 4.,.

Radial run-out measurements made in this
way also reflect variations ill tooth thickness.
When radial run-out readings are plotted, the
influence of each factor can be seen. Run-out
errors are seen as a smooth, sinusoidal variation,
while tooth thickness variations are seen as
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fluctuations about a smooth curve drawn through
all reading.

There are also automatic teo ters available which
measure thi error on a eominuou ly rotating
gear and plot the resulting error graph. The e
te ten are available for module ranges of 1 mm
to 40 mm and .0.1 mm to 20 mm respectively.

The double-flank rolUng te l cam ill 0 be u ed,
ince in this test the run-out error is evident as a
inu aida] shaped variation with a period equal

to on revolution of the gear. (See section on
Dual Flank Rcllmg Test.)

Pi,tch Errors. The threetypes of pitch errors
on spurand helical gears are pitch variation
(devialion) Ip; tooth-to-tooth pitch error Iu;
and cumulative pitch error. Fp.

Toe cla sic method of mea uring the cumula-
tive pitch error is the index method, in which the
gear is mounted on all angular dividing head
(Fig. 5). The gear is then rotated through the
nominal angular pitch, and deviations of each
tooth relative to the first are noted and plotted.

The next more common pitch error measured
is the teeth-to-tooth pitch error ..Thi. error is the
change in pitch between uccessivepair of
teeth. A such. any instrument which can mea-
ure the change in pitch from one pair ofteeth to

the nexI can measure this error. A hand-held
instrument that can do 'this i the Maag pitch
measuring instrument type TIC. These instru-
ments were available for normal modules ranges
of approximately 2 mm to 10 mm. However.
being hand-held and operated, this becomes a
very tedious test on gear with more than a
limited number of teeth. Auromati.c ver ions of
this tester have been available for at lea I 20'
year, and these testers mea ure the tooth-to-
tooth pitch error on continuou I.y rotating gears
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by inserting two probes to measure the rcotb-ro-
tooth pitch error for that pair, and then retracting
the probes until the next pair comes into position.

Pitch variation errors require measurement of
the absolute pitch between two teeth and com-
parison with the nominal pitch. The Maag pitch
measuring instrument mentioned above is ca-
pable of doing this test as well as the teeth-to-
tooth te t. It must. however, be set to the nominal
pitch using gauge blocks 'Ora setting master.

AU of the above errnrs can be related math-
ematically (Ref. 8). This fact, coupled with
recent advances in computer technology, has
allowed the automatic pitch tester described
here to measure the tooth-to-tooth pitch error.
calculate the other two pitcb errors, and plat all
three for a complete picture of the pitch errors of
the gear under test (See Fig ..6).

The tester must understand Ihat pitch errors
and run-out errors are inseparable when present.
If run-out errors are either introduced or re-
moved during 'lh.etest, the pitch error measured
will not give a true representation of the gear's
actual performance in its final location. As the
hand-held pitch measuring instruments do not
refer their measurements to all axi of rotation,
the resulting pitch errors are not affected by
measurement-process-induced run-out errors.
However. run-out errors present during manu-
facture will be evident as pitcherrors On the
gear. Pitch testers, in which the test piece is
mounted and rotated about an axis, will be
affected by run-out errors, introduced or re-
moved ill setting up the test

Profile Errors. Actual measurement, as dis-
tinct from contact bearing patterns of profile
error, has until recently been limited to involute
gears. Bevel gears, especially of spiral form,
have not been measurable from firs t principles.

Becau e of the deflnition of the involute, pro-
file checking machines have been available for
many years. The early resters relied on the lise of
ba e circle discs for each gear to be checked
(Fig. 7). Later machines overcame thi limitation
by the use of various mechanism to eitherbridge
the gap between a limited .nurnber of base circle
di c or toeliminate them completely (Fig. 8).
The e testers all generate the true involute on II!

probe which is in contact with the gear tooth
under te 1. Deviations in involute profile are de-
tected by the probe and recorded for later analysis.
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Advance in compurertechnology have en-
abled the recording of the involute error in
digital form. This in turnallows computerenaly-
sis. which eliminates the weake t Hnk in the
mea uremenr process: the human interpreta-
tion of the error curve. The use of mathemati-
cally rigorou techniques for thi analysis can
give an unbiased and consistent interpretation
of the re ults ..

The accuracy ofthese machines can be deter-
mined by well-understood tests 011 their geom-
etry and construction. Becan e the software doe.
no.t control the accuracy of generation of the
involute on me probe tip, it ionly neces -ary to.
te t the software against known rna ter to ver.ify
its accuracy.

Alignment Errors ..Alignment errol'S are often
referred to as lead and/or helix errors. These
errors have also been measured for many years
on involute tester. modified with the nece sary
rnechani m to generate the nominal lead rno-
lion on the probe. The probe then detects aria-
tion mIlle same way a for the involute error .
Error analy is ha been enhanced by the use of
computer technology in exactly the same way a
for involute errors.

Surface Finish. This feature has been mea-
sured by the lise of surface finish te ters, In some
cases, the e te ter have been fitted to invo.hJle/
lead re ling machines to allow easier re ring of
gear tooth surface fini h.

Meshing Tests. Me hingtests are functio.nal
tests to determine the actual performance of a

gear or gear pair. These test fall into the ection
on dual and ingle flank rolling tests.

Dual Flank Rolling Te r. hllhis re t, the gear
are brought into tight. mesh so that both flanks
ate in contact. (Fig. 9) One gear. usually a master
gear, L mounted ana fixed haft The other gear
is mounted all a shaft. constrainedto move ina
radial direction. As the gears are rotated. the
variations in center distance are mea tired and
often recorded.

This dual. flank rolling en-or or cornpe ite error
L then a combination of all the primary error
already discussed above. A plot of thiserror
normally has two major component (Fig.l.O).
The low frequency component is most com-
manly a sociated with run-out errors. while the
hi.gh frequency component is associated with
pitch errors. Because a composite error is genet-
ated, thi test i only useful. asa go/no go te t, II
is not good for idenlifying individual errors ..and
subsequently, rectifying a particular proce s.

·ingleHank Rollillg Tilln this test, the gear
pair are positioned at their nominal center dis-
tance. The relative angular mali on of the two
gears are then measured. For a perfect gear pair.
the motion of the output gear would be unifonn
relative to that of the input gear. Any errors
would be reflected as anon-uniformity in angu-
lar motion onthe output gear.

Because the gears are mounted at their nomi-
nal center distance, only one flank will be in
contact. Also. one gear needs to. be driven while
the other is braked. Thiste t, therefore, comes
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very close to the actual operating conditions of
the gear under test

In the past, the difficulties involved in compar-
ing the relative rotary motions of two rotating
gear. has meant that. this test, although theoreti-
cally desirable, was physically impractical.

New Dev,elopments
The major changes in gear metrology have

been brought about by advances in electronic/
computer technology. The availability of large
amounts of computing power in ever cheaper
and smaller packages has spawned significant
changes in all fields of technology,

The basic aims and principles of gear metrol-
ogy have not changed. However, the methods by
which these can be achieved have changed dra-
matically. These changes will be presented in
the remainder of this article.

CNC 3-D Measuring Machines. The last 5 to
10 years have seen very rapid developments in
the versatility of the computer nurnericall y con-
trolled, three-dimensional co-ordinate measur-
ing machine (CNC 3-D CMM). Computers are
becoming faster, more accurate, and have larger
amounts of affordable memory in the form of
volatile, random access memory, (RAM) and
permanent (haed) discs. Therefore, the software
on which all 3-D CMM's rely has become more
and more sophisticated,

In this light, there has emerged two groups of
CNC 3-D CMM's. The first is the genera] pur-
pose machine (Fig .. 11), which is primarily de-
signed for the meas urement of components that
are not necessarily circular in nature. These
machines are able to measure gears, but at a cost
in speed and efficiency of measurement. This is
because these machines have heavy and cumber-
some arrangement for moving the measuring
probes to allow for many variations in workpiece
shape and orientation.

The second class of CMM's has been de-
signed specifically for the measurement of sol-
ids of revolution, This allows the de igner to
tailor the machine to measure this class of
workpiece much more quickly and efficiently
than the universal type of CMM (Fig. 12). Ma-
chines are available to caterto gear diameters
from 5 mm up to 2.6 m, They can also be used to
measure general type of workpieces, but due to
their specific design, this is slower and more
difficult than for the general purpose type of

CMM. Both of these testers can have 4 axes:
three orthogonal and one rotational.

Therefore, a general rule can be stated: if
mostly 110n-gear type cornponen ts are to be mea-
sured with only occasional inspection of gears, a
universal type of 3-D CMM i applicable, The
reverse holds true if the major amount of work
for the 3-D CMM is gear inspection. Also, due to
the small tolerances generally present in gear
specifications, only the more accurate versions
of general purpose .3-D CMM's should be con-
sidered for use as gear measuring machines.

The new 3-D gear measuring machines
(GMMs) are, by their very nature, computer
controlled. They also rely on CNC for control-
ling the motion of the measuring probe. This
type of control aUows each machine to measure
a number of parameters on the workpiece. This
is in contrast to the previous generation of ma-
chines, which by their mechanical. nature, were
only able to measure one or, at most, two param-
eters ..Now it is possible to place a gear on one of
these new 3-D GMM's and instruct the tester to
measure all of the primary parameters for that
gear without further human intervention. This
results in major time savings for any given level
of thoroughness of gear rneas urernent, The auto-
mation of the test sequences is even more useful
when coupled to automatic loading facilities in
large batch evaluation.

All measurements are processed in digital
form, and this immediately allows the storage of
these results for comparison with later batches.
These statistical process. control (SPC) abilities
are a major advance, especially for manufactur-
ers of large quantities of gears.

AI 0, some of these new 3-D CMM's and
GMMs can measure other forms of gearing, with
the addition of the appropriate software pack-
ages. The most notable advance has been the
ability to measure spiral bevel gears in such a
way that information relation to the actual cor-
rections to the production machine settings are

available. This can only lead to better bevel.
gears with, one hopes, more interchangebility
than was available in the past. The ability to
measure the condition ofthe various gear cutting
tooL (shaping, shaving, and hobs), again via the
addition of software modules, also increases the
usefulness of the GMM to the owner.

For similar expenditure, the purchaser of the
N Q v E M B E RIO E C E M B E R 1 9 9 1 3·3
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modern CNC 3-D GMM, obtains a machine with
vastly increased performance and flexibility over
the previous mechanical machines.

The verification of the accuracy of these ma-
chines requires the measurement of not only the
mechanical accuracy of the machines, but also
the accuracy of the CNC software control which
actually generates the theoretical profile of the
gear under test. This is in contrast to the genera-
tion-type machines described in the sections on
profile and alignment errors, which generate
these profiles mechanically. On the new ma-
chines, interactions between the CNCcontrol
software and the computer evaluation software
needs to be understood and thoroughly checked.

Transportable CNC LeadlInvolute Testers.
Another development closely associated with
the development of the fixed CNC controlled 3-
D GMM described in the previous section is the
transportable CNC lead/involute tester.

The largest fixed 3~D CNC GMM can accept
gears up to 2.6 rn in diameter. In the heavy
engineering field many gears are larger than this
maximum, and the measurement of the lead and

involute profiles on these gears has previously
not been possi ble,

The transportable gear measuring machine
consists of a 3-axis CNC gear measuring ma-
chine which is designed to be fitted to the gear
production machine tool (Fig. 13). This effec-
tively allows the measurement of'any gear diam-
eter capable of being produced with modules in
the range of 2 mm to 4.0 mm.

The transportable gear measuring machine
can also measure gears on alarge surface plate
if necessary. The development ofthis tester has
finally lifted the limit placed on gear metrology
by the largestavailable dedicated testers.

The comments on verification of fixed 3-D
GMMs apply equally as well. 1£0 these testers.

Pitch/Run-Out Testers. As discussed in the
section on pitch errors, automatic pitch and run-
out testers have been available for at least 20
years. These testers were able to automatically
measure the pitch errors on both tooth flanks ,as
wen as the run-out error present on a gear.
However, this process invclved three physical
setups and passes around the gear.



The latest developmentin this area involves
the ability of an automatic pitch tester to mea-
sure the pitch errors on both flanks, along with
the run-out error in one pass of the gear. This
results in a time saving on the order of 3. which
becomes especially significant on gears with
large numbers of teeth.

Rolling Testers ..Advances in rotational a:nd
vibration transducers as wen as indigital signal
processing have resulted in improvements in
this type of testing. The dual flank rolling test
wave fonn can now be digitally analyzed to
separate out orne of the component errors,
such as the detection and location of nicks, run-
out, and tooth-thickness average.

The single flank rolling test, previously not
effective because of signal processing limita-
tions, has now become viable. Testers are now
available which can detect nicks and the likeli-
hood of gear whine, as well as measure the
errors in angular velocity of the transmitted
motion.

The angular velocity errors are further ana-
lyzed in the frequency domain to' separate out
the component frequencies contributing to the
overall transmission errors. Further analysis to
associate angular velocity variations with the
number of teeth presentallows each individual
error component. to be analyzed as a function of
rotational speed. This gives powerful knowl-
edge to the gear engineer, who can then use this
information to eliminate the causes of gear
noise and vibration.

Conclusions
Although the aims of gear metrology have not

changed, the equipment and methods now avail-
able to the gear metrologist have given him/her
very powerful tools with which to measure gears.

The new gear metrology machines can mea-
sure many, if not all, the parameters of a gear
much more quickly and with more confidence
than ever before. Measurements previously con-
sidered too difficult for routine application can
new be performed easily.

Computershave played a major part in mak-
ingthese advances possible. They have made the
control. of CNC 3-D GMMs and CMMs pos-
sible, as well as the collection and storage of
large amounts of data. Their unbiased assess- Reprinted/rom Vol. ME J'5, No.1. 1989. Transactions 0/
ment of this data" together with the clear presen- Mechanical Engineering, "Special Issue: Gearing," The

ration of the results. has given much faster and Institution of Engineers, Australia. Used witn permission.

wider access to the results of gear metrology.
This access has enabled much more effective
action to be taken to minimize the errors found.

However, these advances should betempered
with caution, as the new machines are essen-
tially only as good as the software driving them
and the people operating them ..It is very easy to
have blind faith in impressively presented re-
sults. buta wary eye must be kept out for hidden
sources of error. 1.1
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